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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a Skip Graph adapting to the increase or decrease of contents. Skip Graph is
one form of P2P networks that can perform flexible content search efficiently. However, it has no mechanism to
cope with overload to a peer when the amount of its contents overwhelms. Meanwhile, there is another form of P2P
networks named P-Ring. It has also a mechanism for flexible content search as well as dynamic load balancing.
Therefore, we propose applying a dynamic load balancing method inspired from P-Ring to Skip Graph. In our proposed method, the network of Skip Graph is dynamically reorganized, and the contents are dynamically transferred
among peers according to the increase or decrease of contents in a peer. We also present some simulation-based
experiments to confirm the usefulness and efficiency of our proposed method.
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1

Introduction

A P2P (peer to peer) network is attracting much attention as a distributed contents-sharing system. A
client-server system is the most pervasive structure
because of its simple construction and management
on its centralized server. However, the server can be a
single point of failure, so that decentralized contentssharing, namely P2P, has been studied actively from
the point of view of availability and load balancing.
In a P2P network, each peer has roles both as a server
and a client, and each content is maintained on a different peer, therefore P2P can work even if some of
peers disappear. A large number of efficient methods for P2P content queries have been proposed, especially range search is one of the fascinating topic.
Skip Graph [1] is one of the effective methods to
achieve the range search. This method is an overlay network application of Skip List [2] which is a
data structure for efficient data access. This approach
has advantages that it can perform the range search
and achieves join/leaving operations at small costs.
However, as the number of contents increases, some
particular peers may get overwhelmed by high load.

In order to address this issue, we propose a scalable
dynamic load balancing method for Skip Graph, and
show the efficiency through some simulation experiments.
In the rest of this paper, we show some related
works and P2P networks in Section 2, and we explain
the purpose of our study in Section 3. Then, we make
a detailed description of our proposed method in Section 4. Finally, we present some simulation-based experiments and their results to confirm the usefulness
of the proposed method in Section 5.

2 Related Works
P2P networks is roughly classified into unstructured
P2P networks and structured P2P networks. For example, Gnutella [4] and Freenet [5] are in the former.
they are easy to construct, however they have a drawback that search messages are overflowed, because
they spread query packets in a way of bucket brigade,
called Flooding. On the other hand, Chord [6], CAN
[7], Kademlia [8], Tapestry [9] and Pastry [10], for
example, are in the latter. They use DHT (Distributed
Hash Table) in both phase of network construction

and search. This approach can search efficiently using
hash tables, although there are two problems. Firstly,
each peer cannot perform flexible search. Secondly,
management of networks incurs a large cost in general, and it is very difficult to construct a network.
Consequently, some attempts to enable range
search without using hash tables have been studied
actively. Skip Graph is one of the most acknowledged methods. This approach can access the target
contents using range search without hash tables efficiently, and makes nodes to join or leave from a network at a small cost. However, Skip Graph has an issue that the load balancing is out of concern when the
number of contents are increased. Meanwhile, there
is another proposal named P-Ring [3], which can perform range search on P2P overlay networks and realize dynamic load balancing using content transfer
similar to B+tree. Therefore, we aim to address the
issue of Skip Graph using the technique of P-Ring.

2.1.2 Join and Leave Operation
A new peer knows some introducing peer in the network that will help it to join the network. The new
peer makes linked lists based on membership vector
at each level and inserts itself in one linked list at each
level till it finds itself in a singleton list at the topmost
level.
When a peer wants to leave the network, it informs its left peer at each level to update its right peer
pointer to point the peer’s right peer. It starts at the
topmost level and works its way down to level 0.
As described above, peers in Skip Graph notify
only to left peer and right peer when a peer performs
join operation or leave operation. Therefore, Message
cost of join or leave operation in Skip Graph is relatively small.
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2.1.1 Structure
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of Skip Graph.
Skip Graph is an overlay network based on Skip List
over a P2P network to perform range search. Each
peer in the Skip Graph are arranged based on the key
order. Here, the keys are comparable value that are
assigned to identify themselves uniquely. And each
peer has mutual links with peers before it and after it.
Here, these peers are called the left peer and right peer,
respectively. A peer is given a random integer value
in the binary representation which is called a membership vector, and each peer maintains some links at
multiple levels based on the matching of membership
vector prefix. Namely, linked list at each level contains all the peers which have the matching membership vector prefix.
A Peer in Skip Graph is one-to-one correspondence to key in principle. Multi-Key Skip Graph [11]
is proposed in order to solve the problem. In this
method, peers with same membership vector are considered as a peer. As a result, a physical peer can have
multiple key. However in this paper, we will proceed
to the discussion with assuming that a physical peer
can have consecutive multiple key.
Skip Graph has been attracted attention in recent
years. For example, The Rainbow Skip Graph [12]
and Skip B-Trees [13] are proposed. These methods
are focused search improvement.
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Figure 1: Skip Graph

2.2 P-Ring
A P-Ring network is formed in a circle. Some peers
are included in the network, each of which has contents in a certain range respectively, while the other
peers are not, which are called helper peers. A newcomer peer joins the network as a helper peer. There
are a lower bound and an upper bound for the number
of contents in each peer. The upper bound is set twice
as the lower bound. When the number of the contents exceeds the upper bound, the peer splits its set
of contents and corresponding range, and gives a half
to a helper peer. After that, the peer invites the helper
peer to join the ring as its right peer. When the number of the contents gets lower than the lower bound,
right peer checks whether a redistribution of contents
is possible between the peer and itself. If yes, right
peer gives some of its contents and the corresponding
range to the peer. If redistribution is not possible, right
peer gives up its all contents and its range to the peer,
and becomes a helper peer. P-Ring does dynamic load
balancing in this manner.

For efficient search for contents in P-Ring, each
peer has routing table. To create a routing table, they
use an tunable value d in P-Ring. At the lowest level
in routing table, level 1, each peer maintains a list of
the d successors on the ring, skipping up to d - 1 peers
at a time. At level 2, we again maintain a list of d successors. However, a successor at level 2 corresponds
to the d th successor at level 1, skipping up to d 2 - 1
peers at a time. Namely At level l, a peer has link to
peers that are dl peers away.
However, each peer in P-Ring needs to update
own routing table when a peer joins or leaves. Therefore, there is a problem that message cost by update is
great.

3

Load Balancing

A P2P network can distribute the network load to each
peer. However, if a single peer has a huge number
the contents, the load is concentrated to this peer, and
the advantages of the P2P network is lost. Therefore,
dynamic load balancing following the transition of the
network load is important.
Most studies on Skip Graph focuses on search improvement, however almost none has been done on
load balancing because there is an assumption that a
peer and a content has one-to-one correspondence. In
real deployments, this assumption can not be held, and
a peer may have several contents.
Consequently, we have an idea of applying the
dynamic load balancing technique in P-Ring to Skip
Graph.

4

Proposed Method

For dynamic load balancing in Skip Graph, we introduce the dynamic load balancing technique in P-Ring.
The first is the helper peers. A newcomer does not
join to the network as in the original Skip Graph, but
is included as a helper peer.
The second is the split and merge operations. We
introduce an upper limit and a lower limit to the number of contents in a peer. In this paper, the upper limit
is double of the lower. If the number of contents exceeds the upper limit, the peer splits the contents in
cooperation with a helper peer. If the number of contents gets less than the lower limit, the peer merges the
contents in cooperation with its left neighbor peer.
Transfer of contents between peers is not taken
into account in the original Skip Graph.
We can perform the split and merge operations in
a Skip Graph without destructing its key order property. A receiver peer finds the smallest key in the re-

ceived contents, and sets it as its own key. Below, their
details are presented.

4.1 Split Operation
If the number of contents in a peer exceeds the upper limit, the peer performs the split operation to distribute its load. Figure 2 shows a Skip Graph with
helper peers, in which the upper and lower limits for
peers are 2 and 4, respectively.
The Figure3 shows an example of the split operation when the content 64 is added to 2. The peer
which originally has a key of 63 transfers the second
half of its contents to any helper peer. The helper peer
which receives the contents performs the join operation to the Skip Graph, assigning the minimum key in
the contents as its own key (In this case, 66).
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Figure 2: Skip Graph with helper peers.
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Figure 3: Split operation.
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4.2

Merge Operation

If the number of contents in a peer becomes less than
the lower limit, the peer performs the merge operation.
There are two cases according to the sum of the numbers of contents in the peer and in the left neighbor
peer.
(a) If the sum is less than the upper limit
The peer transfers all of its contents to the left
peer. Then it leaves from the Skip Graph performing the original leave operation, and becomes a helper peer.
Figure 4 shows an example of the merge operation when content 40 is removed from Figure
2. The sum number of contents in the left peer
(its key is 28) and the peer (its key is 40) are 4,
which is below the upper limit. Therefore, the
peer transfers all the contents to the left peer.
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Figure 5: Merge operation (the case 2).

5 Experimental Evaluation
We conducted experiments using a simulator in order
to confirm the usefulness of the proposed method. We
present the details and results of the experiments below.

5.1 Experiments in detail
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Figure 4: Merge operation (the case 1).
(b) If the sum is more than the upper limit
The left peer performs the split operation first.
The peer receives the second half of the contents
from the left peer, and sets the smallest key in the
received contents as its own key.
Figure 5 shows an example of the merge operation when the content 81 is removed from Figure 4. The sum numbers of contents in the left
peer (its key is 63) and the peer (its key is 77) is
5, which exceeds the upper limit. Therefore, the
left peer performs the split operation, and transfers the second half of its contents to the peer.
The peer sets its key to 66.

We measure some standard deviations of the number
of contents on each peer along with the increase of
contents, and compare them with the ones on the original Skip Graph. This is to measure the effect of dynamic load balancing. In addition, we compare the
network traffic, to measure the cost of load balancing.
As the networks become different each time according to the set of contents to add and its order, we
take an average of several simulations. The number
of peers is c.a. 10,000, and the number of contents is
75,000, 150,000, 225,000, and 300,000. We do simulations 10 times for each of the four cases, and get
their averages. The lower bound of the number of
contents in a peer is 5, 10, 15, and 20 in each case.
A content has a unique and random key, and is added
to the network at some fixed interval.
We conducted two cases, namely addition only,
and addition and removal. In the latter, contents are
added or removed at a fixed interval. The probability
of addition is 0.8, and removal is 0.2. The lower bound
for the number of contents in a peer is 10.

5.2 Results
Figure 6 shows the comparison of standard deviations
between the original Skip Graph without load balancing, and the network with load balancing following

In both the cases, the standard deviations vary significantly at the initial stage because the number of
peers is small. However, they get reduced and gradually stable afterward due to the effect of dynamic load
balancing.
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standard deviation

our proposal. Standard deviations of peer loads are
almost one-fourth in our proposed method compared
to the original Skip Graph. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the total numbers of network messages between them. In the original Skip Graph, the standard
deviation is significantly increased as the contents are
added. On the contrary, the standard deviation in our
proposed network is suppressed. From Figure 7, we
see that the network traffic in our network is greater
than the original Skip Graph, However, this overhead
is negligible.
From these results, we see that our proposed
method achieves dynamic load balancing efficiently
as compared to the original Skip Graph. Although the
network traffic is slightly increased, we can conclude
that our proposed method is efficient in dynamic load
balancing.
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Figure 8: Standard deviation of addition only.
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Figure 6: Comparison of standard deviations.
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Figure 9: Standard deviation of addition and removal.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the numbers of packets.
Figure 8 shows the transition of the standard deviations in the cases of addition only, and Figure 9
shows the transition of the standard deviations in the
cases of addition and removal.

We proposed a method for dynamic load balancing in
Skip Graph by moving contents between peers and
by peer joining/leaving in response to the increase
or decrease of contents in the network. In order to
confirm usefulness of the proposed method, we performed simulations to measure the changes in variability of the number of contents along with adding
or removing contents at random to Skip Graph. Standard deviations of peer loads are almost one-fourth in
our proposed method compared to the original Skip
Graph. From the results, we confirmed that the proposed method is effective.

Load on a P2P network does not depend solely
on the number of content. It is affected by the popularities of contents as well. Therefore, we must consider the popularities of contents for more sophisticated load balancing. This issue will be addressed in
the future.
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